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Declarative interfaces for HEP data analysis:
FuncADL and ADL/CutLang
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We present two applications of declarative interfaces for HEP data analysis allowing users to avoid writing
event loops that simplify code and enable performance improvements to be decoupled from analysis devel-
opment. One example is FuncADL, an analysis description language inspired by functional programming
developed using Python as a host language. In addition to providing a declarative, functional interface for
transforming data, FuncADL borrows design concepts from the field of database query languages to isolate the
interface from the underlying physical and logical schemas. This way, the same query can easily be adapted
to select data from very different sources and formats and with different execution mechanisms. FuncADL
is part of a suite of analysis software tools being developed by IRIS-HEP for highly scalable physics analysis
for the LHC and HL-LHC. FuncADL is demonstrated by implementing the example analysis tasks designed
by HSF and IRIS-HEP. The other example is the domain-specific analysis description language ADL that ex-
presses the physics content of an analysis in a standard and unambiguous way, independent of computing
frameworks. In ADL, analyses are described in human-readable plain text files, clearly separating object, vari-
able and event selection definitions in blocks having a keyword-expression structure with a self-descriptive
syntax that includes mathematical and logical operations, comparison and optimisation operators, reducers,
four-vector algebra and commonly used HEP functions. Two infrastructures are available to render ADL
executable: CutLang, a direct runtime interpreter written in C++, using lex and yacc for ADL parsing; and
adl2tnm, a transpiler converting ADL into C++ or python code. ADL/CutLang are already used in several
physics studies and educational projects, and are adapted for use with LHC Open Data. A growing ADL
analysis database is available on GitHub.
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